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Abstract. The wind turbine blades are usually subject to random and complex mechanical
stresses. The most common defects in turbine blades may be faulty microscopic and
mesoscopic appeared in matrix, not detected by classical nondestructive testing (i.e. using
phased array sensors), broken fibers can also appear and develop under moderated loads, or
cracks and delaminations due to low energy impacts, etc. The paper presents the results
obtained from testing and monitoring of a scalable wind turbine blade (WTB) using
different sensors placed on critical location, which were determined by finite element
method (FEM) simulation. A comparison between the complementary methods is carried
out in order to choose the most efficient method in order to assure the safety in functioning
of WTB.
Keywords: nondestructive testing, wind turbine blades, wireless sensors, Fiber Brag
Gratings and strain gauges.

1. Introduction
Energy conversion in the frame of climate change and renewable technology
development become a priority to secure an energy supply whatever the country is
industrialized or on the way for it [1]. As of the end of 2018, the new installed
capacity of all wind turbines installed worldwide reached 597GW according to
preliminary statistics published by WWEA (World Wind Energy Association).
2018 has been second year in a row, with a higher number of new installations, but
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with a smaller rate of 9.1% after an increasing of 10.8% in 2017. Thus, al wind
turbines installed until the end of 2018 shall cover 6% from the global electric
energy requirement. Wind turbines (WTs) are exposed to highly variable and harsh
weather conditions, including calm to severe winds, tropical heat, lightning, arctic
cold, hail, and snow. Due to these external variations, WTs undergo constantly
changing loads, which result in highly variable operational conditions that lead to
intense mechanical stress [2,3,4,5].
The structural health monitoring (SHM) system is a process of implementing a
damage detection strategy for engineering infrastructure usually related to
aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering [6,7]. The active SHM approach for
the glass fiber reinforced plastic composite (GFRP) of wind turbine blades
(WTBs), addresses the important and complicated problem of signal noise.
Due to its heavy and large structure, it is very difficult to monitor the condition of
the turbine components, thus a technique which provides more diagnostics
information [8,9,10,11] is required. The SHM condition data could be used as a
part of a condition monitoring to minimize the time required for inspection of
segments, avoid unnecessary substitution of components and to prevent down time
failures [12].
Wireless sensors (WRS) used for SHM applications [13,14,15], includes radiofrequency identification (RFID) technology [16,17]. RFID tag sensors provide
identification data and monitor of physical parameters of tagged objects without
having an active sensor in the tag circuitry [18,19,20,21,22]. Nowadays, passive,
printable, mass deployable, low cost, environmentally RFID tag sensor has been
reported for monitoring the sensing parameters. NDT is required both during
fabrication and in-service. Starting from the scheme presented in Fig. 1, flaws
mentioned above must be detected and evaluated by nondestructive methods with
good probability of detection (POD) under high reliability coefficient.

Fig. 1. System Architecture of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM).

Based on the diagnosis and prognosis, the appropriate maintenance strategy can be
taken to minimize WT downtime, and improve WT reliability and life-span. The
paper presents the results of testing of a scalable WTB, in static conditions, using
WRS embedded within in order to monitor possible damages. To determine the
righteous of solutions, reliability of correct diagnosis probability, prognosis and
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evaluation of residual lifetime and maintenance management, a scalable WTB has
been constructed, that had the scaled dynamics of a full scale blade as well as
enough sensors for measurements and monitoring. The maximum stress zones and
damage evolution and remnant stress [23] have been determined using Finite
Element Modelling (FEM). The results of complex mechanical tests performed on
scalable WTB (in our case a blade of 1750mm length) are used to give efficiency
to monitoring strategy.
2. Principle of methods
The number and location of sensors on WTB may influence the performance of
these. The limitation of a small number of measurements zones and under the
constraint require that these zones should be selected with apriori knowledge of the
critical zones.
The blade has been realized from E-glass/epoxy EPIKOTE Resin MGS LR 385
composite. The leading edge is straight and the trailing edge conical for an easy
construction. The profile follows NACA airfoil. For increased structural strength
and stiffness at 0.286R (R- the total length of distance between the center of rotor
and the tip of blade), the same NACA has been applied both for the upper surface
and lower surface, keeping the aerodynamically performances of the blade’s tip.
The profiles between 0.268R and tip were linear interpolated. A compromise has to
be found between high-resolution and long propagation distance.
In order to establish the critical zones, FEM was used implying ANSYS Academic
version, the maximum dimension of an element was 8 mm, 1338842 nodes and
832563 elements were employed. The FEM model takes into account the presence
of the reinforcement structure, which’s mass cannot be neglected, especially if one
considers that the distance from the axis of rotation increase the inertia and can
reduce the frequency associated with the first mode of vibration of WTB. Fig. 2a
presents the division of the blade in critical regions. In Fig. 2b is presented the
loading forces disposition towards blade axis, a compression force of 500 N has
been applied on Y axis (blade upper shell) on a region with 100 mm width. The
produced displacement of the tip is of 30.082 mm.

a)
b)
Fig. 2. FEM simulation: a) division of blade in critical regions; b) loading forces disposition.

The maximum stresses on WTB appear closely to the joint between the hub and the
longeron and at transition between circular geometry to NACA profile.
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Three sensors C2A-06-062WW-350, stacked rosette were used, each having 3
strain gauges with 350 Ω electrical resistance were employed (Figs. 3a), connected
to Vishay P3 Strain Indicator and recorder, in quarter bridge with automatic
balance. Their positioning (Fig. 3b) has allowed the determination of deformations
due to bending along blade axis at distance of 488 mm from the fixed end,
respectively close to trailing edge at 409mm from the fixed end, as well as closely
to the leading edge at 351 mm from the hub. The test were carried out in 7 stages in
100 N steps, maximum of bending of 900.90 Nm.

a)
b)
Fig. 3. Strain gauges measurements: a) stress/strain gauge; b) positioning of the stacked gauges.

In order to obtain the best sensor with MM for monitoring the WTB, a sensor
which allows the determination of resonance frequency displacement at the
changing of dielectric properties from the sample has been developed. The system
consist in a RFID reader and a RFID tag (Figure 4), the tag including the sensor
and the integrate circuit. When the effort is small, the resonance frequency
modifies almost linear in function of effort, meaning that the effort can be
determined if the resonance frequency is measured [24] as f r  c 4  L  L   r
with c speed of light in vacuum, L the length of the copper layer, r the dielectric
permittivity of the substrate, L is the additional length who compensate the effect
due to thickness, width and dielectric constant of the substrate.
The RFID tag antenna assures that the interrogation frequency shall be equal with
the one of RFID tag to obtain perfect matching of impedance between antenna tag
and IC chip. The interrogation range is one the important factors for LC passive
WRS. The smallest amount of energy must be transmitted toward reader to activate
RFID tag, meaning that the transmitted power threshold reach minimum value at
resonance frequency. The RFID tag is bonded to the WTB structure subdued to
loadings.

a
Fig. 4. Wireless sensor system: a) principle; b) experimental set-up.

b
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SHM includes the use of FBG for detecting delamination in composite laminates
[25] and monitor impact event occurrence [26,27]. The embedded sensor can
monitories the structure in critical regions. The central wavelength of this signal,
called Bragg wavelength λB is related to the physical parameters of the grating
according to B  2n where n is the effective refractive index of the fundamental
mode propagating inside the fiber, Λ is the pitch of FBG.
When the fiber containing FBG is submitted to strain, the central wavelength is
displaced to higher or smaller values [28]. The direction and the magnitude of
displacement is proportional with the modification of strain or temperature. The
B
B
 1  pe   ;
 0.78 , where B is the FBG
strain axial sensitivity is

B

B

wavelength shift;  <<1, pe is photo-elastic coefficient of the fiber pe  0.22 , FBG
sensors whose gauge lengths are about 10mm were used for SHM. The FBG strain
1
B
sensing can be expressed as  
.
6
0.78  10 B

a
b
Fig. 5: Fiber Bragg Grating: a) response as function of strain; b) experimental set-up.

3. Experimental results and discussions
For stacked rosette, placed into the critical region indicated by FEM, the sensor
denoted T1 measures the deformations of the blade in the plane of I shape
longeron, having height/width variable along the blade, T2 measures the
deformations of blade shell closely to the trailing edge and T3 measures the
deformations of blade shell closely to leading edge. The experimental data were
used to calculate [29] maximum strain εmax, minimum strain εmin, acute angle from
the axis θ, the maximum shear strain γmax, maximum normal stress σmax, minimal
normal stress σmin and maximum shear stress τmax.(Figure 6) The unloading plots
are symmetrical with the loading ones.
The reader antenna is fixed at 30 cm from the middle area of WRS placement
locus, is connected to a logger reader coupled to PC by USB. IC frequency range is
840 MHz to 960 MHz. The results of bending tests in a loading-unloading cycle
are presented in Figs. 7a and b. At 700 N loadings, the maximum deformations are
characteristics for sensor S1 (see inlet in Fig. 4b) placed along longeron axis and
the minimums are for sensor S2 placed outside the critical zone. In addition, the
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deformation is linear, the loading remain in elastic range. During the unloading, the
values follow the same characteristic as at loading.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 6. Variation of stresses with force at loading: a) rosette 1; b) rosette 2; c) rosette 3.

a)
b)
Fig. 7. Signal delivered by the three WRS placed in different critical regions of WTB: a) loading; b)
unloading.

a)

b)
Fig. 8. FBG measurements: a) response to successive loading;
b) relative variation of Bragg wavelength.

Comparing loading/unloading data with the simulated ones, a good correlation of
the displacement is found, experimentally being determined as 37 mm.
The OF sensor, FBG single DTG S-01 type used for monitoring have center
wavelength in 1535 nm with strain sensitivity 7.8  10  7 με  1 and temperature
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sensitivity 6.5  10 6 K 1 . This is connected at optical system FS22 Industrial
BraggMETER HBM Germany coupled with PC. During the experiments, the
temperature has been maintained constant at 22 ± 1oC. The experimental test was
performed as applying progressively loading/unloaded forces [30]. Fig. 8a presents
the raw data recorded by the device for different loadings. The relative variation of
Bragg wavelength was determined in function of loading is presented in Fig. 8b
showing that the relative variation of Bragg wavelength is linear.
The same linear dependency strain-load can be shown, even the existence of a
remnant stress at force removal, indicating an accumulation of energy in WTB
composite structure, preponderant in the resin.
4. Conclusions
Scalable WTB have been constructed and tested to loadings using WRS, OF-FBG
and SG located in the maximum concentration stress zones.
The tests were carried on scalable models, in the further research the WRS sensors
will be embedded, because in the frame of the project that sustains the paper, the
blades will be employed into a demonstrator to show the righteous of solutions,
reliability of correct diagnosis probability, prognosis, and evaluation of residual
lifetime and maintenance management.
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